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Development Activities Meeting Report (Version: 06/24/2020) 

This report created by the Neighborhood Planner and included with staff reports to City Boards and/or Commissions. 

Logistics Stakeholders 

Project Name/Address: 1035 E. Warrington Ave (Single-
Unit Residence) 
 

Groups Represented (e.g., specific organizations, 
residents, employees, etc. where this is evident): 
 

SSSNA board members/residents 
Applicant team 
DCP staff 

Parcel Number(s): 14-D-69, 14-D-70, 14-D-71 (subsequent 
consolidation of lots planned) 

ZDR Application Number: DCP-ZDR-2021-15435 

Meeting Location: Zoom 

Date: Wednesday, May 11th 

Meeting Start Time: 6:30pm 

Applicant:  Hart Architects; Ian Wild (contractor) Approx. Number of Attendees: 6 

Boards and/or Commissions Request(s): Anticipated request to Planning Commission for Steeps Slope Overlay; the 
applicant intends to avoid the need to go to ZBA 

How did the meeting inform the community about the development project? 

Ex: Community engagement to-date, location and history of the site, demolition needs, building footprint and overall 

square footage, uses and activities (particularly on the ground floor), transportation needs and parking proposed, 

building materials, design, and other aesthetic elements of the project, community uses, amenities and programs. 

Applicant showed a rendering of how the house will look on the street and described it would have a significant 

setback for portion of it so that it does not appear too large or separate from other houses, in order to fit in with 

neighborhood context. Applicant is working to comply with Zoning requirements, such as related to landscaping to 

shield parking out front, and limits on sizes of retaining walls, and the intent is to avoid having the house be an overly 

imposing a presence on the street.  

 

Applicant showed elevation of building from the side, and noted the large size of the building and large amount of 

excavation work required, and will be designing retaining walls to keep slope stable. Applicant intends to have home 

avoid being an oppressive presence on hillside. Will have a floor below grade and then two stories above.   

 

Plan to have landscaping as benefit to soil stabilization and appearance. Described other hillside construction project in 

another location as an example of applicant’s experience doing geotechnical core drillings, retaining walls and 

replacement of vegetation at excavation sites.  

 

Applicant acknowledged the landslide prone area. Said there are no trees where the house will be, though there are 

some trees at the very bottom of the street below it, which they will not touch. Excavation areas will not impact trees.  

 

During Q&A, also showed Google Earth, floor plan, site plan, and visuals of rear facade.  

They will be seeking a new address due to consolidation of three lots.  
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Input and Responses 

Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

 

Is this site in the steep slopes overlay zoning district?  

Yes 

o you will need to go to planning commission for 
approval?  

 Yes 

Have you done geotech work and taken borings?  Yes 

Who is your geotech engineer?  CEC construction engineering consultants 

I know those guys. Good outfit. No issues preliminarily?  Yeah, the main issue is if there is red salty clay – landslide 
prone stuff. There may have been a house here at one 
point. There is fill 6 feet down and then rocky shale below 
that. The footing depths are based on structural engineer 
analysis of the building.  

Retaining walls as designed now will comply with Zoning 
and land development regulations?  

Yes, one regulation we’ve had to design around is the limit 
on retaining wall height at 10ft, so we’re staggering the 
retaining walls so we don’t go over height limit.  

I’ve heard that for many projects. What’s the distance 
between the retaining walls?  

It varies. The retaining walls look to be about 8ft or 9ft 
apart [specified exact locations]. These reflect our 
intention pending approval by structural engineer. It may 
vary once we get out to the property and as we see shale 
and rock and where walls are and far they’re spaced out. 
Will be landscaped so ideally will hardly see a retaining 
wall.  

I thought I remember some regulation about how far apart 
retaining walls can be.  

 

I remember something about there being 10 feet between 
retaining walls. Zoning board may flag them.  

 

I’m hearing this is in the Steeps Slope Overlay, but it 
doesn’t look like a variance is required now. If it turns out, 
after more structural engineering and development 
process, that a variance were to be required, wouldn’t the 
applicant team have to come back to present to the 
community again?  

 

[DCP staff shared about possibility of an applicant needing 
to or being recommended to come back in the future 
either in informal capacity or as formal second DAM, 
depending on how substantial a change in the design 
occurs. Such a determination would need to be made in 
consult with fellow staff at the Department of City 
Planning. DCP neighborhood planner can be in 
communication with RCO if major update.] 
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

I’ve been on the development side and am sympathetic, 
but the questions we have as a community depend on 
what types of variances are needed. If no variances are 
required, there’s not a lot we can add other than being 
grateful we’re being kept in the loop. Scope of variances in 
a DAM may influence if we need to pass along concerns to 
our board in order to make board-level decisions.    

 

From my experience with ZBA, they tend to put a lot of 
emphasis on retaining walls, especially in Steep Slope 
zoning district. How many walls?    
 
I don’t want to be adjudicator on this but want you to 
have a nice project that will get you through Zoning and 
not run afoul of Slopes.  

[showed site plan and pointed out some of the retaining 
walls] 
We’ll look more into spacing of retaining walls.  
From earlier project I had elsewhere, we had to build 
retaining walls according to guidelines. Trying to avoid 
having any zoning adjustments. That’s why we’re having 
the retaining wall to avoid foundation being exposed over 
10 ft, so that we can avoid variance approval for that. We 
will try to stick with whatever Zoning is requiring and we’ll 
make the adjustments to meet the code. 
The scope also has a decent amount of landscaping and 
two new street trees. 

We love our street trees, so that’s fantastic.   

Important to highlight the [street trees] because front yard 
parking may irk them. May need variance for front yard 
parking?  
 
Sorry, I missed the garage in rendering. Now I see it’s a 
side entry. If had been a parking pad they would argue 
with you.  

There’s a garage. There is a driveway. That’s why grass 
landscaping included to meet screening requirements. 
[showed floor plan and entry point] 

Do you have google earth map to show us site in relation 
to neighborhood in general?  
 
That is very helpful to review topography.  

[Showed Google Earth of site and then showed Google 
Street View] 

You’re consolidating two lots?  There are three lots. One lot is 9 feet.  

This is across the street from Phillips Heating & Cooling?  Yes 

I walk by there all the time and see that view and was 
hoping someone would do something cool there. Will be 
an awesome place.  

I tried to retain the floor plan and the flow and the floor 
area while drawing the walls back from the adjacent 
houses because I also love that view and don’t want to rob 
the view from people who walk by it.  

Are you impacting people away from the city side away 
from you or is the house set back so their view is not 
impacted? On [another] street someone put a giant wall 
against someone’s view.  

No, view is not impacted. It’s actually set back. We didn’t 
want to be as deep as adjacent house for purposes of 
privacy, and also so we won’t go as far down the hill.  
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

Have you reached out to them at all?  I met them once when I was there and client was 
purchasing the property but I have not talked to them 
since. The guy two doors down emailed me asking about it 
to buy it but we said whenever it’s built. I haven’t talked to 
the guy in the brown house.  

I have to hop off. The house looks great, and it should be a 
great addition to the street. 

 

 As contractor, I’ll share that customers I build for now live 
on Slopes in Stella Street. They’d been looking for lots for 
1.5-2 years. I had told them no on about 5 different lots 
because I thought it was too extreme due to steepness in 
slope. This one, for being on the hill is steep slope but will 
be generally easier to work on than some of the other sites 
they were looking at. We’ll use poured concrete 
foundations so it’s easier to drop concrete in. It can be 
deeper as the slope goes. Site is not too bad if you go and 
walk on it. It does drop off at the bottom at back of the 
neighboring brown house but where we will build is not 
that steep, maybe 10-15 feet below grade.  

I appreciate it and you’ve provided everything we could 
ask you to provide. If you run into new regulations that will 
cause a problem, we can talk through again.  

 

One other question – can you show me the façade that 
faces the city?  

[showed façade facing north]. This will be changed, it does 
not include the new retaining walls. May be adjusted as 
get new retaining wall exact locations after structural 
engineer’s work. The exposed concrete will not be 
showing.   

It’s kind of plopped on to the site vs. responding to the 
slope of the site.  

That’s where we’ll add the walls. If we put retaining walls, 
instead of making wood decks that are suspended, we may 
just make them patios that are grade level, but it depends 
on how slope and retaining walls turn out.  

[RCO said that if anything else changes in design, 
applicants can notify them and the RCO can pass along 
info to their board and to residents to assist with 
communication.] 

 

[DCP staff shared opportunities for public comment and 
other background information on DAM process] 

 

Other Notes 
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Planner completing report: Thomas Scharff 


